Abstract
Introduction
Traditionally, real-time systems (or tasks) are classified as being hard, sofi orjirm. For hard real-time tasks, it is imperative that no deadline is missed, while for soft tasks, it is acceptable to miss some of the deadlines occasionally. It is still valuable for the system to finish the task, even if it is late, or just not finish that particular invocation. Firm tasks are also allowed to miss some of their deadlines, but as opposed to soft tasks there is no associated value if they finish after the deadline.
In practical engineering contexts, the occasional loss of some deadline can be usually tolerated (even in most hard real-time systems). This is either because the consequences of the loss can be negligible (due to the fact that the robust-0-7695-1420-0/01 $17.00 0 2001 IEEE Ricardo Cayssials Universidad Nacional del Sur Department of Electrical Engineering Bahia Blanca -Argentina iecayss@criba.edu.ar ness of the involved algorithms imply the ability to react properly at the next invocation step without serious consequences), or because the effect of a single missed deadline is not noticeable by a user (as it would be the case of a missed audio packet in a video conferencing system). In this case the quality of the service (QoS) provided would be lower. Nevertheless, the term occasional is so ambiguous that it has no practical meaning for a specification. The extent to which a system may tolerate missed deadlines has to be stated precisely. In fact most real-time systems that are classified as hard are not that hard. Some level of missed deadlines could be tolerated but the ambiguity of the definition of soft and firm is so inadequate that the system is considered to have to meet all deadlines when it really does not require so.
Assuming that some deadlines can be missed, the way that these missed and met deadlines are distributed is important. Some systems, for instance, are very sensitive to the consecutiveness of the missed deadlines. A missed deadline in a computer controlled system may correspond to a gap in the output signal, and if these gaps occur consecutively, the quality of the output is lower than if those gaps are nonconsecutive. To address the issues of real-time systems that can miss deadlines we introduce the concept of weakly-hard real-time system [3]:
Definition 1 (Weakly-hard) A weakly-hard real-time system is a system in which the distribution of its met and missed deadlines during a window of time w is precisely bounded.
We use the notion of weakly-hard real-time system to represent an appropriate conceptual framework for specifying real-time systems that can tolerate occasional losses of deadlines. Systems (tasks) that must meet all of their deadlines are a particular case of our definition and will be referred to as strongly hard real-time systems(tasks) whenever the distinction is relevant.
One feature that characterises real-time systems is that they are dimensioned for the worst case. This worst case scenario is very pessimistic and the load during this instant is generally much higher than the average load during the normal operation of the system. By specifying weakly hard constraints we can effectively lower down the resource demand during peak loads, therefore being able to schedule a system that otherwise would be deemed unschedulable.
There are three sources of pessimism in the analysis: (1) tasks do not always run for the worst case due to not following the worst path and due to the pessimism of the WCET analysis itself, (2) tasks do not rearrive always with their minimum interanival time and (3) tasks do not suffer every time the worst case blocking factor. As a result, although the analysis may find out that some deadlines may be missed, at run-time almost all of them are actually met. In fact, during the normal operation of the system, the current load is much lower than the worst case scenario.
There are two research problems of interest related to real-time systems that can miss some of its deadlines: 0 How to specify temporal constraints for weakly hard real-time systems 0 How to schedule systems with weakly-hard constraints.
The specification of temporal constraints is generally done, for example, with a constraint ( : )
meaning that a task has to meet at least n deadlines in any m consecutive invocations (other types of constraints are defined in section 2). If this constraint is not satisfied (e.g. more than n invocations miss its deadline jn a window of m invocations), it is said that a dynamic failure occurs.
The scheduling approaches are concerned on how to use the weakly hard constraints to better schedule the system. The classification of current scheduling approaches can be done according to:
GuaranteedBest-effort: In a guaranteed framework, schedulability tests exist for guaranteeing that no dynamic failure can occur. Non-guaranteed schedulers use best-effort techniques to minimise the probability of a dynamic failure.
Off-line/On-line schedules: An off-line approach follows a pre-built sequence of which tasks to skip. On the other hand, in on-line approaches the decision on what invocation is chosen to be executed is made at runtime, usually based on the recent history of the system.
0 Complexity: In evaluating the suitability of a particular approach, the complexity of determining such approach has to be also considered. On on-line approaches, computationally expensive acceptance tests or priority calculations are clearly not adequate. On 0 the contrary, off-line approaches may have a very low complexity, but they are not suitable when scheduling decision have to be taken at runtime.
Process models: Weakly hard constraints apply to periodic (or pseudo-periodic) tasks only. However, realtime systems may be made up of other types of tasks.
Some approaches are restrictive as they may only apply to task sets with restricted or uniform process models (all tasks are similar, same window size, Di = Ti, only periodic tasks, etc). The general applicability of scheduling approach is its integration and coexistence with other scheduling approaches and process models.
The original contribution of this paper is a framework for scheduling real-time systems that has the following properties: Guaranteed: there exists off-line worst-case schedulability tests that guarantee that weakly-hard constraints are always satisfied (no dynamic failure can occur); On-line: scheduling decisions are taken at runtime, when the task is released and only once per task invocation; Low complexity: implementation of decision tests can be done with very few machine instructions; Heterogeneous process model: weakly hard tasks can coexist with other types of tasks (hard, sporadic, aperiodic servers, etc.) as schedulability tests exist that allow to model the worst case interference that they produce on each other. The approach presented here also allows any type of weakly hard constraint with arbitrary parameters. No restriction on tasks having the same size, or same weakly hard constraints is imposed.
The scheduling framework is based on a two mode scheduler, named Bi-Modal scheduler (BMS). In normal mode tasks are scheduled according to a flexible (generic) scheduling policy that may take into account past history of missed and met deadlines, computation times, value and deadlines. However, in order to prevent a dynamic failure the scheduler can switch to panic mode for which schedulability tests exist for guaranteeing that a task scheduled in this mode will meet its deadline. By changing task instances to panic mode adequately, dynamic failures are prevented. When there is no danger of a dynamic failure the scheduler switches back to normal mode. This change of operation can be done very efficiently and with very low overhead thus effectively providing a guaranteed minimum perfcrmance.
In the rest of this section we review the related work and in section 2 we formally introduce the concept of weaklyhard real-time system. After that, in section 3 we present our process model. We later introduce the concept of ppattern in section 4 to describe the history of missed and met deadlines. In section 5 we present the scheduling framework and in section 6 the schedulability analysis in panic mode. Finally in section 7 we present the evaluation of the approach through simulation. We present our main conclusions in section 8. In [7] , [SI, [13] and [15] , best effort on-line scheduling algorithms were proposed to schedule (m, k)-firm deadlines. In these approaches, the task's priority is raised if it is close to not meeting m deadlines on the last k invocations.
Related work
As they are just best-effort approaches, it is possible that dynamic failures occur. Guaranteed approaches of (m, k)- all tasks. Also, they are rigid and do not usually address the fact that worst case estimates are very pessimistic and that it is likely that during the normal operation of the system the behaviour would be much better. Our approach addresses specifically these issues. It enables generic process models allowing, for instance, D i < Ti, arbitrary weakly hard constraints for each task, and coexistence of different types of tasks including periodic and non-periodic tasks, aperiodic servers, blocking factors etc. It also exploits the fact that tasks do not always run for their worst case. The approach presented here encompass all previous approaches and allows to model them as particular cases. But most importantly, is that it provide schedulability tests that allow to obtain absolute guarantees that dynamic failures do never occur.
Weakly-hard real-time systems
The tolerance to missed deadlines cannot be adequately specified by a single parameter, for example with the percentage of deadlines to be met or missed (although it is common practice to do so). This is because, in general, a requirement like less than "10% of deadlines can be missed" only represents average information over a large period of time. For example, it may mean that one deadline is missed every 10 task invocations or it may mean that 100 deadlines may be missed followed by 900 deadlines met, which is clearly not the same. To capture this situation another parameter describing the window of time within which the number of deadlines must hold should be specified. Hence, the tolerance to missed deadlines is established within a window of m > 0 consecutive invocations of the task, which also correspond to a window of T m units of time, where T is the period of a periodic task.
The effect of missed deadlines can be different depending on whether these deadlines are missed consecutively or non-consecutive1 y. For instance, in a computer controlled system, missed deadlines result in loss of control performance. This performance loss depends on the total number of missed deadlines over a period of time. On the other hand, in digital audio systems, the quality of the output produced is more sensitive to the number of consecutive missed deadlines. If the same number of missed deadlines occur non-consecutively, its effects may not be noticeable. Consequently, it is required to introduce two classes of weaklyhard constraints that specify whether the deadlines can be missed consecutively or non-consecutively.
For symmetry purposes, it is also interesting to be able to specify the number of met deadlines as opposed the number of missed deadlines. For instance, in a certain control systems, after a deadline is missed it may be necessary to meet at least n deadlines in a row so that the state of the system is correctly updated. This introduces a further classification of weakly hard constraints.
The combination of the two considerations, (a) consecutiveness vs. non-consecutiveness, and (b) missed vs. met deadlines leads to four types of constraints (n 2 1, n 5 m):
if, in any window of m consecutive invocations of the task, there are at least n invocations in any order that meet the deadline.
A task 7 "meets row n in m deadlines", denoted (E), if, in any window of m consecutive invocations of the task, there are at least n consecutive invocations that meet the deadline.
if, in any window of m consecutive invocations of the task, no more of n deadlines are missed.
A task 7 "misses row n in m deadlines", denoted m, if, in any window of m consecutive invocations of the task, it is never the case that n consecutive invocations miss their deadline.
The term X den0tes.a weakly hard constraint and I? the set of all possible weakly hard constraints of these four types (see [3] for a formal analysis). Although weakly hard constraints with n = 0 could be defined, they have no useful meaning. For this reason, in the rest of the paper the case n = 0 is not considered.
We denote by a 0 a deadline missed and by a 1 a deadline met. We can therefore characterise a task by the sequence of zeros and ones (we formally introduce this concept and its properties in section 4). A task that has a pattern 11 0 0 11 0 1 does satisfy a ( s) because in any 4 consecutive symbols there are always at least 2 "l's", however it does not satisfy (4) because there is a window of two symbols without a 1. constraint is equivalent to ("i"), also for the constraint the parameter m is redundant, therefore, we would write simply (n). Also, ( :
Depending on the application model, the notion of "missed deadline" can be associated to: (1) Delayed completion: the task invocation runs until completion even though it finishes after the deadline. (2) Abortion: the task For example, the ).
invocation is terminated before finishing its computation either because it will not end its computation by the deadline or because another (more important) task needs the resource. (3) Rejection: the task is not accepted into the system, so it does not even start to run. (4) Skip: the task invocation is not released and the whole invocation is not executed. This categorisation is important because it identifies one of the potential applications of weakly-hard constraints: resource adaptation. A scheduler may decide to skip some task invocations in order to "make space" for new tasks during a peak load. Thus effectively reducing the instantaneous resource request (load).
Process model
The process model, from the implementation point of view, consists of a set IT, of N periodic and non-periodic tasks. Each task, ~i is characterised by either its period in case of periodic tasks or minimum interanival for nonperiodic ones, Ti, deadline, Di, worst-case execution time,
Ci, a weakly hard constraint, Xi, and a priority when it is scheduled in panic mode , Pi.
Each time that a task requires the processor to be executed, it will be said that task is either invoked or an invocation takes place. A system can contain periodic as well as non periodic tasks. However it has only sense to attach weakly hard constraints to periodic tasks or to sporadic tasks that arrive regularly (called repeating tasks). Sporadic tasks that occur rarely (called isolated tasks) should be considered strongly hard.
When an invocation of a task takes place, a state is assigned to it according to the following criterion:
Non-Critical State: if the current invocation could be missed without jeopardising the satisfaction of the weakly hard real time constraints.
Critical State: if the current invocation has to be met in order to prevent missing its weakly hard real time constraint.
The expressions non-critical invocation and critical invocation can be used to denote an invocation in non-critical state and critical state respectively. The scheduling approach therefore consists in a two level scheduler. A normal mode scheduler for non-critical tasks, and a scheduler for panic mode in which critical task invocations can be guaranteed to finish on time.
p-Patterns and weakly hard constraints
The only information a scheduler for weakly hard systems uses on the history of the task (and possibly of the possible future of the tasks) is the pattern of zeros and ones that represent missed and met deadlines. We call these patterns a p-pattern.
Definition2 (p-pattern)
A p-pattern a of a task is a sequence of symbols of C = { 0, l} that characterises the execution of the task. Icy1 = p is the length of the pattern.
means that a task has met its deadline, a 0 means that task has missed it. a(1) is the oldest invocation and a ( p ) is the most recent invocation.
We will use the usual notation of regular expressions to manipulate p-patterns, also a(a..b) is the sub string of a from position a to b. We will also call a(a..b) a window or subwindow of cy.
For example, the p-pattern 0 1 0 0 1 1 has length 6. It has 3 subwindows of length 4: ( 0 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 1 , OOll}, where 0011 is the most recent subwindow.
We redefine the notion of task satisfying a weakly hard constraint in terms of p-patterns. Clearly, a p-pattern a, We are interested in a particular type of p-pattern. We consider two on-line p-patterns that hold, at each instant t the past of the execution the task, and an indication of the potential future behaviour of the task.
A past p-pattern is a log of the real execution of a task. If cy is a past p-pattern then a ( k ) = 1 means that the task did meet its deadline, and a(k) = 0 means that the task did miss it (or was abortedkkipped). A future p-pattern, p, is an estimation of the way the invocations in the future may occur.
To distinguish between the past p-pattern and the future p-pattern, symbols of the future p-pattern will be denoted (borrowing the notation from At the deadline of a particular invocation it is known whether that invocation actually met or missed the deadline. This is the adequate time to update the past p-pattern.
It is easy to see that if X is a weakly hard constraint, a is a p-pattern of length p 2 m such as a X and c E C a symbol corresponding to the satisfiability of the next invocation, then in order to test the satisfiability of a' = a . C, only the last subwindow of cy', a'(p -rn + 2..p + 1) needs to be considered. The other windows of length m in a' satisfied X as they are the same windows of a. This means that for practical purposes, for a task that has a weakly-hard constraint X of size m, the past p-pattern only needs to hold the last m invocations of the task. For this reason, in the rest of the paper, we consider p-patterns of length m (we do not require that all p-patterns are of the same length, as each task may have a different weakly hard constraint, the length of its associated p-pattern is also different). The operation of shifting the p-pattern to the left to accommodate a new symbol c is very common and we will denote it by LSH(a,c). Forexample, ~~~( 1 0 1 , l )
The past p-pattern of a task when it is first released is Om although no dynamic failure check should be performed until the firm m invocations of the tasks are finished.
In order to determine how important for satisfying the weakly hard constraint the following invocation is, we need a metric to measure how close is the p-pattern to miss its weakly hard constraint. This is measured by the criticality function.
Criticality functions
We define the criticality of a p-pattern as a function that determines the number of consecutive successive deadlines that a p-pattern can miss without missing its weakly-hard constraint. As we do not assume any future behaviour of the task, we define the criticality as function of the past ppattern of the task only: 
Criticality is positive or zero if the constraint is satisfied, and if it will be still satisfied in the future if all next deadlines are met. It is negative if it is not satisfied or, even assuming that all future deadlines are met, if the constraint will be not satisfied (this may happen for ( z ) constraints).
The last two properties capture the fact that when the next deadline is met, then the criticality is at least as high as before. On the contrary, if the deadline is missed, the criticality either decreases or stays the same.
If 6'(a) = 0 for some p-pattern a, then we say that the task is in a critical state. In this case the following task invocations have to meet their deadlines to guarantee the satisfiability of the weakly-hard constraint. When the task has a dynamic failure criticality is negative.
Several criticality functions can be defined for the four types of the weakly-hard constraints. We propose the following ones:
where, g,(a) is the rightmost point in a such that a (g,(cy) ..m) has n ones:
If the constraint is satisfied, the 6 function holds how many deadlines can be missed in the future. If it is not satisfied it actually computes the number of overrun deadlines.
The maximum value of 6 ( 2 ) ( a ) is m -n, and the minimum is -n. 3 1's Criticality functions for row constraints are essentially different. A sequence has zero tolerance when the next symbol has to be 1 for guaranteeing the satisfiability of the constraint. For example, the sequence 111 1111 000, has tolerance 0 for a ( : , ) constraint, because if the next four deadlines are not l's, then the constraint will not be satisfied: assuming that the next three deadlines were met, the sequence becomes 1111 000 111, when the next deadline is met, the 4 1's in a row occur at the right end of the se- This criticality function can be explained as follows. When there are only n symbols at the left of the rightmost 1 pattern, then the criticality is zero. In the worst case n invocations need to be satisfied in order to have n consecutive 1's in the p-pattern. The criticality is, actually, the number of deadlines that can be missed until the previous situation arises. For example, for a weakly hard constraint ( ,",) and a past p-pattern a = 0100111011, then ( a ) = -1. In this last case a satisfies ( : o) but its criticality is negative since a future dynamic failure cannot be avoided. When there are less than n -1 symbols to the left of e , then a dynamic failure is inevitable. The second expression is always negative and represents by how much the constraint was missed. For example, 6(~)(0111000) = -1 because a dynamic failure will occurand it will last for 1 invocation.
As ( : )
is equivalent to ("z"). the same criticality function for the any constraint can be used. For the miss row constraint, a criticality function is defined as the number of consecutive zeros that can be tolerated:
This function decreases the tolerance as long as deadlines are missed in a row. When one single deadline is met, the criticality value reaches the maximum value n.
It is straightforward to see that the functions defined here are criticality functions. The scheduling framework that is described later in section 5 uses, this notion of criticality to schedule tasks.
Minimal future p-patterns
We now introduce a characterisation of the potential behaviour of the task invocations in the future. Let X be a weakly hard constraint of size m, and let a be a past ppattern of a task I-of length m. A guaranteed future p-pattern captures the notion of a future behaviour of the task that is compatible with any possible past behaviour of that task, here compatible means that it will not generate a dynamic failure. For instance, the ppattern lm is a guaranteed future p-pattern for any weaklyhard constraint.
Definition 4 (Guaranteed future p-pattern)
Among all possible guaranteed future p-patterns, we shall be interested in those that have the minimum number of 1's.
Definition 5 (Minimal future p-pattern) A guaranteed f uture p-pattern p is a minimal future p-pattern if when any single 1 in p is switched to a 0, then the pattern is no longer a guaranteedfuture p-pattern
Minimal p-patterns represent a possible future behaviour with a minimum number of invocation deadlines to meet. Among the multiple minimal future p-patterns we are interested in the ones that allow a schedulability analysis to be performed.
The combination of the criticality function of the past ppatterns and the notion of minimal future p-pattern are the key for the scheduling approach. The criticality function is used to determine when a task is critical, the minimal future p-pattern can then be used to provide a guaranteed schedulability test. For this purpose we are interested in defining a set of minimal future p-patterns for each of the weaklyhard constraints so that response-time based schedulability tests can be defined for them. Among the possible minimal future p-patterns, the following ones are adequate for the schedulability analysis described in section 6. As the miss any constraint is equivalent to the any constraint, its mikmal future p-pattern is also equivalent. Finally, for the (n) constraint: It is straightforward to prove that the p-patterns defined above are guaranteed p-patterns.
Critical state invocations
In a weakly hard-scheduled system, every time a task is released, the scheduler should need to determine whether the invocation is in a critical state. The invocation of a task is in a critical state if the criticality function of its past ppattern is zero. Note that because of the way the criticality function is defined, to determine whether a particular invocation of a task with a constraint X of length m is critical it is only necessary to examine the past p-pattern. The following theorem gives the condition to guarantee that no dynamic failures will occur.
Theorem 1 Any weakly-hard scheduling algorithm that guarantees the deadline of an invocation when its criticality is zero does never produce a dynamic failure.
Proof: Immediate from property 3 of the definition of criticality function.
The theorem states that if there is a mechanism by which the next release of a task can be guaranteed to finish by its deadline when a task has zero criticality, then no dynamic failure can occur. There are two key points to consider: No constraint is put in the way that tasks are scheduled, only that a task has to be guaranteed to finish by its deadline.
Secondly, only the past p-pattern of the last m invocations needs to be considered to determine whether the next invocation is in a critical state.
Scheduling with weakly hard Constraints
After having introduced the theory behind on-line weakly-hard schedulers we can now present a scheduling framework that is flexible, dynamic and that guarantees that no dynamic failure ever occurs.
A guaranteed scheduler must perform a well-known behaviour leading to avoid any dynamic failure. However, when weakly hard constraints are satisfied, the scheduler must allow tasks to be scheduled under any arbitrary discipline in order to maximise a certain criterion of performance of the specific system. For this purpose we present a Bi-Modal Scheduler (BMS). It has two operating modes:
Panic mode and Normal mode.
When a task i is in panic mode it is run under a fixed priority mechanism with a priority Pi strictly higher than any other task which is not in panic mode. In this mode the maximum interference a task may suffer from other tasks can be precisely measured and therefore an schedulability test can be defined (See sec. 6).
When a task is in normal mode it can be scheduled according to any arbitrary discipline, possibly a besteffort one. Scheduling disciplines based on minimising the response time of tasks or a discipline to avoid entering in panic mode or specific-system disciplines can be applied. For example the simple EDF may suffice, other approaches that are fairer when deadlines are missed, or specialised scheduling approaches based on the notion of criticality can be defined. In this paper we do not investigate normal mode schedulers any further. This is the subject of a future work.
The scheduler has to change to panic mode when any weakly hard constraint is in danger of being missed. This can be done as soon as a task with zero criticality is invoked.
However, it is possible to delay such transition as there is slack in the system. A critical task i will be scheduled under normal mode until a time t, in what follows denoted Li, in which if it is not put into panic mode there is the risk of missing the deadline. The former approach is called immediate panic mode, whereas the latter is called delayedpanic mode. The scheduler has to return to normal mode, as soon as possible but only when there is no risk to miss a weakly hard constraint. Obviously, non-critical invocations will not produce a change to panic mode of the scheduler, because they are not close to generate a dynamic failure.
The scheduling framework can be summarised as follows:
There are two scheduling policies defined, a panic mode scheduler and a normal mode scheduler. The panic mode is implemented as a fixed priority mechanism with priorities strictly higher than any task scheduled under the normal mode scheduler. No restriction is placed on the normal mode scheduler.
Whenever a task is invoked, its criticality is computed.
If criticality is zero then task invocation may be in panic mode. Otherwise it is in normal mode.
The transition fromnormal mode to panic mode is simply implemented as a priority promotion. We use the dual priority mechanism [6] to achieve that. Other slack management techniques could be also used for this purpose.
Whenever a task finishes (or at the deadline if the task has not finished by the deadline) the past p-pattern is updated accordingly.
If there are no task in panic mode then the scheduler may choose a ready task to execute according to any scheduling policy. We do not impose the way to schedule tasks in non-panic mode. Although we provide some criticality based ones later. Figure 1 shows an example of the interaction of the two schedulers. The first invocation is considered non-critical as its criticality is greater than 0. Therefore, it is scheduled in normal mode and it may or may not meet its deadline depending on the scheduling discipline used in normal mode. Assuming that the deadline is missed, the second invocation is critical because its criticality has dropped to zero. Under the delayed panic mode, the tasks starts running under normal mode but as it has not finished by Lj, it is promoted to panic mode where it is guaranteed that it will finish by the deadline and therefore a dynamic failure is prevented. The computation of Li and the schedulability test is developed in the following section.
Schedulability analysis
In this section, a schedulabity analysis is performed to guarantee that task invocations in panic mode will always meet its deadline.
When a task is in panic mode, it may only suffer interference from other invocations which are also in panic mode. In fact, as tasks are scheduled using fixed priorities, each task i has assigned a fixed priority, Pi, for panic mode and can only suffer interference from other task invocations which are also in panic mode and with higher priority. With this scenario, the worst case of requirements that panic invocations can produce must be determined.
Lemma 1 A task invocation in panic mode may receive, at most, interference from the red invocations of the minimal future p-pattern of higher priority tasks.
Proof: From the definition of minimal future p-pattern, all blue invocations correspond to non-panic releases as the criticality function at the release of the blue invocation is strictly greater than zero. Only red invocations may become panic, and therefore these are the only ones that can produce interference on other (lower priority) panic invocations.
Lemma 2
The worst case response time for a task invocation in panic mode happens when it is simultaneously released with all higher priority tasks in panic mode and all these higher priority tasks have the minimum criticality.
Proof: The worst case response time of a task will occur when it will suffer the maximum interference from higher priority tasks. When all tasks with higher priority in panic mode are released simultaneously, it will be preempted at most for each of their red releases in their minimal future p-pattern. Moreover, because of the way the minimal future p-patterns are defined, they correspond to the conditions of multiframe tasks [lo] , for which the definition of critical instant is equivalent.
Lemma 3 The worst case interference a task rz with weakly-hard constraint X i and minimal future p-pattern 2' may produce on lower priority tasks in any window of time of length t, denoted by W,(t), is given by:
Proof: From theorem 1, the task only produces interference from its red (G;(k) = 1) invocations. The maximum interference is obtained when the task is released simultaneously with all higher priority tasks (Lemma 3), therefore from the high priority task point of view, it will produce at most Ci units of interference every period that this task is red. This final corollary gives an interesting result. Independently on how tasks are scheduled in normal mode, if they are promoted to panic mode with enough time to complete when their criticality is zero and a schedulability test exists in panic mode, then no dynamic failure can ever occur.
Lemma4
Also note that the guarantee is based on the ability of computing the maximum interference a task may receive from higher priority tasks. This has been done with an extension of response time analysis techniques. This formulation can be easily extended to include other factors like blocking factors due to the operation of a protocol for sharing resources like the priority ceiling protocol [12] , release jitter effects, kernel overheads [I], etc.
The examination of Lemma 3 has an additional important implication. For weakly hard systems the load at the critical instant is significantly lowered. Thus systems that with traditional schedulability analysis techniques would be found to be unschedulable they can be weakly hard schedulable. Most importantly, experimental evaluation suggests that although the schedulability analysis indicates that some deadlines can be missed, the pessimism in the WCET analysis leads to all task deadlines actually being met.
Panic invocations are scheduled under a fixed priority discipline. Therefore, a priority must be assigned to panic invocations of each task. It is easy to find counterexamples where deadline monotonic or rate monotonic assignments are not optimal when tasks have weakly hard constraints. An optimal priority assignment can be found using the partition method. The details can be found in [3]
Evaluation
In this section we present two examples of the applicability of weakly hard constraints: an illustration of the reduction of resource requests at peak loads and a comparison of the number of dynamic failures of other approaches. 
Resource requests
Consider the system shown in table 1. It is not strongly hard schedulable because it has a total utilization factor of 1.2. However, it meets the conditions of theorem 2, it is schedulable under a BMS scheduler. Figure 2 shows the trace of the pending load (number of requirements pending considering maximum execution time of each task) if an EDF scheduling algorithm in normal mode is used (assume Li = 0). It can be noted that load has a peak at t = 0 but later pending load decreases gradually. Some high priority tasks miss their deadlines, thus effectively leaving more resources available. After the initial busy period, the number of missed deadlines decreases significantly and its distribution is more sparse.
Comparison
Previous attempts on weakly hard real time systems were focused on application-specific scenarios which makes them difficult to apply to different contexts. Skip-over scheduler are guaranteed, online schedulers but the temporal constraints that they can manage are very restrictive. On the other hand, (m, k)-firm systems are based on best-effort schedulers and no guarantee can be obtained. We compare Average Utilization Factor A set of one thousand systems of 20 tasks each were randomly generated. Task periods were generated uniformity distributed between 10 and 500. Total utilisation factor was set to 1.4 for each system, but average execution times were randomly decreased to achieve an average utilisation factor varying between 0.8 and 1.4 (when average utilisation factor is 1.4, average execution time was just equal to the maximum execution time). Weakly hard constrains were introduced to reduce the weakly hard utilisation factor down to 0.7. Task sets that were not schedulable (theorem 2) were rejected. Only constraints of any type were chosen because they are the only constraints supported by DWCS.
Simulations were camed for at least 1000 invocations of the task with the longest period. Execution times were generated assuming an exponential distribution. Figure 3 shows the average number of dynamic failures that occur for each group of utilisation factors for the DWCS, simple EDF and for BMS with EDF as the scheduler in normal mode. Although under the "fixed window" assumption of the DWCS approach there should not be dynamic failures, in the more restricted model of sliding windows several dynamic failures do occur. Moreover there are even more dynamic failures than with a simple EDF approach. As expected, no dynamic failure takes place if systems are schedule under the BMS algorithm. Figure 4 shows the performance of each scheduling algorithm, based on the effective utilisation factor. The effective utilisation factor is defined as the processor time (per unit) used by invocations that meet their deadlines. When load is low, deadline based algorithms (DWCS is a pseudodeadline based one) achieve the maximum effective utilisation factor (best-effort algorithms try to optimise the maximum average effective utilisation factor). However, when load increases deadline based algorithms performance starts to decrease because of the domino effect. Although BMS does not perform as well under low loads as the two other approaches, it achieves a consistent high load even for high total utilisation factors. The low performance may be due to the underlying EDF scheduler used in normal mode. Other schedulers in normal mode may produce better results. This is the topic of current ongoing research.
Conclusions
Future real-time systems require mechanisms to specify in a clear, predictable, and bounded way that some deadlines can be missed [3]. We use weakly-hard constraints to specify such bounds which are a generalisation of the concept of (m, k)-firm deadlines. Also, efficient and robust scheduling techniques that address weakly hard real-time systems should be available. Previous attempts have not been satisfactory as they are not guaranteed, too constrained or applicable to reduced application contexts only.
.In this paper, a general scheduling framework, called BMS, is proposed for weakly hard real time systems. It is based on a simple and robust mechanism that has two modes of operation. Whenever there is the risk that a task may not satisfy its weakly-hard constraint the scheduler enters in panic mode for which schedulability tests exists that guarantee that deadlines will be always met. When there is no such a risk, a generic scheduler can be used. Due to the inherent pessimism of the analysis it is very likely that the scheduler would rarely switch to panic mode.
With weakly hard constraints the resource requirements around the critical instant are lowered, thus allowing syst e m with a potential strongly hard utilisation greater than 100% to be scheduled with weakly-hard constraints. Due to the pessimism in the WCET analysis it is expected that most deadlines are indeed met.
